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Megan Denize is a US Certified Pet Detective with more than a

decade of experience in animal psychology, training, rescue and

rehabilitation. She locates missing pets across the world using

search strategies and forensic techniques originally developed

by US Police Agencies to find missing persons.

Through Inspector Spot, she combines these techniques with

decades of research into the behaviour of missing animals and a

powerful technology suite to reunite lost and found pets with

their humans as quickly as possible.

A respected media spokesperson, Megan has been featured by

CBS, Fox and NBC in the United States. She has appeared on

One News and The Paul Henry Show in New Zealand, and been

featured in Australian Women’s Weekly and Woman’s Day in

Australia.

Abstract

Ace Ventura, Pet Detective – It’s Not Just Hollywood Fiction!

1 in 3 pets go missing. While hundreds of websites and Facebook pages aim to reunite lost and found

pets with their families, few provide the practical tools that shelters and pet owners really need. In

fact, modern technology often compromises RTO rates. The internet is overwhelmed with

photographs of lost and found pets, but these photos often fail to reach the right people. Lost and

found websites are at best giving pet owners a false sense of hope and at worst are providing

information that puts animals at risk.

In this session, you will step into the world of a real-life Ace Ventura and discover that Pet Detectives

are not just the stuff of Hollywood fiction. You will learn how you can apply the systems and resources

from Inspector Spot’s toolkit to your animal shelter or rescue group for FREE:

• Learn why the lost and found sites you are currently using have limited success, and prevent

the RTO rate at most shelters from improving

• Uncover the vast toolbox of resources that Inspector Spot uses to help lost and found pets

return home

• Discover the tools your shelter can use to reunite shelter pets with their families for FREE

• Access FREE educational resources to help owners keep their pets safe and prepare them

for the day they go missing

PLUS: We’ll introduce you to Sherlock – Australasia’s first K9 Pet Detective.


